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T HE DISCOVERY that chromosome aberrations in lymphocytes are de-

tectable for many years after exposure to ionizing radiatio&’4 has focused

attention on the role of such aberrations in late effects of radiation. In order to

establish a connection between chromosome aberrations and disease it is

necessary to determine rates of production and elimination of aberrations in

human populations. In this paper data are presented on rates of elimination of

lymphocyte aberrations in women given radiation therapy for cervical car-

cinoma. Cervical cancer patients were used for the following reasons : the great

number of such patients, the large proportion surviving the first few years, the

relative uniformity of radiation therapy administered, the high frequency of

aberrations, and the availability of lifespan data.5

PROCEDURES

A single 10 to 20 nil. sample of peripheral blood was obtained fromi� each of 36 patients

who had received radiation therapy for cervical carcinoma. The leimkocytes were separated

and incubated for 72 hours at 37 C. in a medium consisting of 80 per cent NCTC-109, 20

per cent bovine fetal serum. and standard concentrations of penicillin. streptoni�cin and

phytohemagglutinin. Three hours before fixation colcemid was added to the cultures.

Hypotonic treatment. fixation. mi�ounting and staining were essentially as described by

Moorhead et aI.� Procedures were carefully standardized because of the known effects of

cimltnre variables on the frequency of aberrations.7

Counts were made of the aberrations and of the number of cells with aberrations.

Chroniatid aberrations were not scored since no increase due to irradiation was noted.

Pol�poid cell coimnts were not scored bec’aumse the�’ were inconsistent. possibly becaumse of

sensitivity to cimlture conditions.7

Aberrations were groumped conventionally as dicentrics or rings. acentric fragments, and

abnonnal monocentrics. Cells were classified as acentric fragments. one or miiore dicentrics

or rings but no acentric fragments, aneuploid, quasidiploid. or normal. The quasidiploid

classification8.9 refers to cells with 46 chromosomes, one or more of which is abnormal in

length; it is divided into two groimps: ( 1 ) “superficially normal” ( karyotype analysis required
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to detect the abnormnal chromosome ) , and ( 2 ) “abnormal monocentric” ( directly observ-
able). Aneuploid cells also fell into two classes: ( 1 ) those with an abnormal number of

chromiioson�es but no structtmral abnormalities. remaining constant in frequency with time

( stable aneumploid ) . anti (2) those with an abnormal number of centromeres with structural

aberrations in omie or more chromo’omes. exhibiting a decrease in frequency with time

after irradiation ( “transient aneuploid”).

Previotms experii��ents” yielded data on the distribution of dicentrics after irradiation of

humiian leukocvtes in vitro.

Iliac crest 1)01W marrow aspirations were macic in 26 patients at the periphery of

radliation treatment fields which had received doses in excess of 3000 r. None of the

�reparati�t�s yielded cells adequate for chromosome analysis. a result consistent with
reports tiiat l)one marrow eio�’s not regenerate after large radiation doses.’’

At the time 1)100(1 samples were ol)taimledi the 36 patients ranged from 19 to 85 years of

age. The median was 60 andi the average was 59. There was a fairly uniform distribtmtion

over (lie range of 33 to 85.

All had received conventional ra(Iiation therapy. 6000 to 8000 r to the paracervical

triangle. in a period of 4 to 6 weeks. The radiation consisted of 2 radium applications and

a series of t’xternal treatments. The latter contributed 3000 to 3500 r to) the midpelvis

through a field of sufficient size to imlclude the entire contents of the pelvis. There were
variations in tile order in which applications and external treatments were given, in total

doses. and in distribution of doses in space anti time. It is estimiiated, however, that in all

I)atients 5 to 10 per cent of the body mass was in the direct radiation field and received
from 3000 to) 8000 r. The rest of the body mass. except for cells circulating through the

radiation field. received about 10 r. None of the patients developed leukemia.

RESULTS

Table 1 gives results of chromosome analyses in lymphocytes taken from the

peripheral l)lOOd of 36 patients.

Figure 1 plots the per cent of cells with acentric fragments (dotted line) and

cells with one dicentric chromosome ( solid line ), as a function of time after

therapy. Figure 2 plots the per cent of quasidiploid cells (open circles ) and

transient aneuploid cells ( closed circles ) versus time after therapy. The aver-

age per cent of stable aneuploid cells is shown by the dotted line.

Lines plotted in Figures 1 and 2 were obtained under the assumption that

the relation between the per cent of cells, y, and the time after therapy, x, can

be described by the equation

y = y e.kx

where y0 is the per cent of cells at the end of therapy and k, the decay con-

stant, gives rate of decrease of the given cell type (Table 2).

Table 2 also gives the values of the reciprocal of the decay constant (see

“average life”). Essentially the same average life characterizes the persistence

of both the frequency of cells with a given aberration and the frequency of

such aberrations. However, because a chromosome aberration can survive one

or more cell divisions, the average lifetimes listed in Table 2 can be longer

than the lifetime of the lymphocytes themselves.4

Using the t-test, all decay constants at the five per cent level are significantly

different from zero and, excepting one pair, also significantly different from

each other. Exceptions are decay constants of cells with acentric fragments

and those of transient aneuploid cells.

Radiation was confined to 5 to 10 per cent of the body mass. It is therefore
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Fig. 1.-Per cent of cells with acentric fragments (dotted line) and per cent

of cells with one dicentric chromosome (open circles) versus time after the end of
therapy. The vertical lines represent 70 per cemit comifidence limits.
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Fig. 2.-Per cent of quasidiploid cells (open circles) and transient aneuploid cells
(closed circles) versus time after the end of therapy. The dotted line represents

the average value of the per cent of stable aneumploid cells.

possible that the small fraction of lymphocytes residing in these areas received

large doses while the majority escaped irradiation. At the other extreme is the

possibility that all received the same dose, about 5 to 10 per cent of that

received by the midcervical region. Table 3 indicates the distribution of dicen-

tries in 6 of the patients and gives a comparison with the distribution in
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Table

Cell Type

2.-Persistence of Chromosome Aberrations

Per Cent of Total Cells Average Life (days)

Cells with

acentric fragments (16.5 ± 1.2) exp. -(1.89 ± 0.23) 10�xJ (a) 530 ± 61

Transient aneuploid (9.4 ± 1.2) exp. -(1.97 ± 0.41) 1O�’xj 507 ± 105

Cells with one

dicentric chromosome (b) (6.5 ± 1.11) exp. -(1.27 ± 0.16) 103x] 788 ± 98

Quasidiploid (10.8 ± 1.1) exp. -(0.18 ± 0.04) 1O-1x] (5.55 ± 1.23) 10�

Stable aneuploid 5.8 ± 2.0

(a) x is the time after the end of therapy in days.

(b) No aberrations other than the one dicentric.

lymphocytes exposed in vitro. The iiumbers in parentheses are calculated for a

Poisson distribution with the same average number of dicentrics as were found

experimentally. For the in vitro radiations the experimental data are not sig-

nificantly different from the Poisson distribution. Departure from this distribu-

tion can l)e used, therefore, as a measure of the nonuniformity of the dose. The

distributions for the fourth and fifth patients are significantly different from

calculated values at the 5 per cent level. Nevertheless, all 6 patients show

distributions similar to those found after uniform doses of irradiation in vitro.

This suggests that roughly all lymphocytes from a single sample had been

exposed to about the same dose. Moreover, crude estimates of the in vivo dose,

shown in Table 3, Column 1, are consistent with the hypothesis that the

lymphocytes were exposed to irradiation while circulating through the mid-

pelvis.

DISCUSSION

Our results differ from the preliminary report of Goodlin’2 in showing

chromosome aberrations in all women who had received radiation therapy for

cervical carcinoma, even as late as 13 years after therapy. In this respect our

results are similar to those recently reported by Warren and Meisner.10 More

strikingly, our results are quantitatively very similar to those reported by

Buckton et al.� for patients who had received x-ray therapy for ankylosing

spondylitis. This is particularly interesting because x-ray treatment for anky-

losing spondvlitis is known to be associated with a risk of leukemia induction,14

whereas there is apparently no such risk for x-ray treatment for cervical car-

cmoma.’ It ap�)ears, therefore, that there may not be a simple relation between

chromosome aberration frequencies in the circulating lymphocytes and the

illcreased risk of leukemia.

The distribution of dicentrics at the end of therapy is similar to that in

lymphocytes exposed in vitro to a single dose. This is consistent with the

hypothesis that the lymphocytes received their dose while circulating through

the radiation field. In 6 patients, the dose estimated from the frequency of

chromosome aberrations varied from 240 to 410 rads, the differences probably

correlating with the differences in integral doses received by the patients.

The relationship between frequency of aberrations and time can be ade-

quately represented by a single exponential for some classes of aberration. A

more complex description may be useful in the future, but it should be noted

that the nature of the relationship is critically dependent on the classification

used. Regardless of the functional form used to represent the data, it is clear
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Table 3.-Distribution of Dicentrics

Dicentrics - �-

Per Cell In Vitro
Dose - --�-- No. of

in Rads (I I 2 3 4 5 m; Cells

50 � � � - � i�_ � 200

(199 1)

75 98 2 - - - - - 100

(98 2)

100 96 4 - - - - - 100

(96 4)

187 93 7 - - - - - 100

(93 7)

200 87 13 0 - - - - 100

(88 11 1)

300 233 58 7 - 298

(234 57 7)

350 74 22 :3 1 - - - 100

(73 23 :3 1)

400 66 32 2 0 - - - 100

(70 25 4 1)

450 60 :33 7 0 - - - 100

(63 29 7 1)

6(X) 70 83 26 I 4 5 0 ) - 200

(73 73 36 12 3 1)

900 () 18 20 9 5 0 - 61

(12 19 16 9 4 1)

1200 1 2 13 13 8 4 1 42

(2 (‘1 10 10 7 4 1)

In ViV() (IL)

300(1) 39 6 1 1 - - - 47

(37 9 1 0)

260 86 1 1 3 - - - - 100

(84 14 1)

260 277 40 7 - - - - 324

(274 46 4)

410 101 27 9 1 1 1 - 140

(93 38 8 1 0 0)

330 64 9 3 2 - - - 78

(60 16 2 0)

240 42 7 - - - - - 49

(42 7) _____ _________ _______

(a) The six patients at tile top of Table 1.

(b) Dose that gave the same average nlmmllber of dicentrics in vitro.

The numbers of cells having the indicated number of dicentrics are given in each row.

Imnmediatelv below, in parentheses. are the nimmher of cells calculated for a Poisson

distribution of dicentrics.

that chromosome aberrations decrease with time and that the rate of decrease

depends upon the nature of the aberration.

A plausible hypothesis to explain the variation in lifetimes of the several

aberrations is that their elimination is due to cell division. Acentric fragments

probably are eliminated at the first division after radiation, making their life-

Span esselltially that of the lvmphoctves.4 The longer spans of dicentric

chromosomes and quasidiploid sets are consequences then of their ability to
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ELI MI NATION OF CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS 713

survive one or more cell divisions. However, this hypothesis requires that the

precursors of the sampled lymphocytes have received the same dose as the

circulating lymphocytes, since an unirradiated precursor would not give

rise to a circulating l�mphoctye with chromosome aberrations. We must

conclude, therefore, that the lymphocytes and their precursors circulated

through tll(’ ra(liation field. Amid this, in turn, supports the nOtio)li that at least

Sonic of tlii’ i�recursors of l:tter generations are the circulating lymphocytes

themselves. I)

SUMMARY

The frequency of chromosoin#{232} aberrations iii the lymphocytes of 36 hema-

tologically normal women who had received radiation therapy for cervical

carcinoma was measured. The decrease with time in the frequency of cells

�vith acentric fragments, of cells with a single dicentric, and of (1uasidiplOid

cells can each be represented by a single exponential with an average lifetime,

respectively, of 530 ± 64 days, 788 ± 98 days, and 5.55 ± 1.23 x 10� days.

Aneuploid cells fall into) t�vo classes: One (Olltailis no chromosomes with struc-

tural al)erratiOns and shows a stable frequency of about 5.8 pt’I edit; the other

(‘Olitaills chroniosomes with structural aI)errations and is eliminated at the

StIlie rate as (‘(‘115 with acentric chrornosolne fragments. The (Iistril)UtiOn of

dicentrics aI3iO)Ii� the lymphocvtes at the end of the radiation therapy period is

similar to that shown by a population of lymphocytes exposed in vitro to a

single dose of about 300 rads.

SuItIr’�IAmo IN INTERLINCUA

Esseva determinate Ic frequentia de aberrationes chromo3omatic in Ic

lymphocytos tie 36 hematologicamente normal feminas qui habeva recipite

therapia irradiatori pro carcinoma cervical. Le declino, in Ic curso del tempore,

in Ic frequentia (Ic ( 1 ) cellulas con fragmentos acentric, ( 2 ) cellulas con un

sd chromosoma dicentric, e ( 3 ) cellulas quasi diploide pote esser representate,

cata-un, per un sol exponential con un longevitate de 530 ± 64, 788 ± 98,

e 5,55 ± 1,23 x 10�� dies, respectivemente. Le cellulas aneuploide cade in duo

classes: Le un ccntine nulle chromosomas con aberrationes structural e monstra

un frequentia stabile de 5,8 pro cento. Le altere confine chromosomas con

aherrationes structural e es eliminate con Ic mesme velocitate como cellulas

con acentric fragmentos chromosomatic. Le distribution del dicentricos inter

le lymphocytos al fin de un periodo de therapia irradiatori es simile a illo

characteristic de tin population de lymphocvtos exponite in vitro a un sol (lose

de circa 300 rad.
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